Light emission from metal targets excited by fast electrons is produced via several physical processes erg transition radiation, Bremsstrahlung, and radiative decay of surface plasmong induced by incident electrons.
Transition radiation is emitted when charged particles pass through a dielectric discontinuity with constant velocity. The light is fully polarized in the incident electron plane. The spectrum is continuous with a significant dip near the volume plasma frequency (wp) of the metal, and there is a low energy background varying roughly as the inverse square of the wavelength. This radiation has been theoretically investigated by several authors [1] using Maxwell's equations, assuming the metal can be described by a local dielectric constant.
Bremsstrahlung is produced by electron scattering in the metal. Its intensity is stronger the higher the atomic number of the target, and has an energy dependence ~ ~' ~ [2] . The spectrum and polarization depend on the microscopic model used to describe the interaction between the incident electron and the target.
Radiative decay of electron excited surface plasmons is only allowed if the surface is rough, the radiation being nearly unpolarized [3] .
In tnis letter, we give experimental evidence of an interband contribution to the transition radiation spectrum of copper. Two 2) To study a wide energy spectrum, it is necessary to have knowledge of the efficiency of the detection system. For example, figure 2 shows that the measured copper experimental spectrum is very different from a calculated transition radiation spectrum. In particular, in the experimental spectrum, the small interband contribution structure near 2.1 eV is smoothed out. In the following, we show that by measuring instantaneously the light intensity emitted by alternatively excited copper and aluminium targets, we were able to eliminate the detection system efficiency. This is achieved by comparing experimental and theoretical intensity ratios. All the drifts of the experimental parameters occurring during the time of spectrum measurements are also eliminated. Alu figure 1 , one can see that the angle of electron incidence and of observation direction are simultaneously changed by a sample rotation. Theoretical curves have been calculated using Franck's formula [7] which gives the power radiated per frequency interval dco, within the solid angle d~2 in the direction 0 of the incident plane for an angle a of the electrons beam :
where B is dielectric constant of the metal. We have used values of the dielectric constant compiled by Hagemann et al. [9] .
The angle 57.5° corresponds approximately in our configuration to the direction of maximum emission of copper and aluminium. The corresponding theoretical curve shows a well pronounced shoulder around 2.1 eV due to electron transitions from higher d bands Lu 3 to the Fermi level of copper [6] . This shoulder is also observed on the experimental curve, with very good agreement between theory and experiment The theoretical shoulder at 1.5 eV is due to an interband transition of aluminium [7] but the photomultiplier spectral response at this energy is too weak to allow experimental observation. Theoretical and experimental agreement between theory and experiment is very satisfying in the entire spectral range studied (1.5 eV to 4.5 eV). The figure 3 . In spite of this limitation, the detection of very substantially p-polarized observed light, and the good agreement with the transition radiation theory allow us to identify this light as completely dominated by transition radiation, and the structure near 2.1 eV as the interband contribution to the copper transition radiation spectra. Before this work, the comparison between experimental and theoretical results on light emission from electron excited metal surfaces had never given so much information. However the encountered dispersion of results do not allow us to study lesser effects.
